
Section 1
Fish; Amphibians; Reptiles

Lesson 1 God Gives Fish; Sea Animals

Vocabulary
aquarium: (ǝ kwar′ ē ǝmz) a tank or glass bowl where fish, water animals, and plants 

live
caudal fin: (kȯ′ dǝl) a fish’s tail fin
echinoderms: (i ki′ nǝ dǝrmz′) sea animals with spiny shells
horizontally: (hȯr′ ǝ zän′ tǝl ē) in a flat or level way
mollusks: (mä′ lǝsk) soft-bodied animals without bones
scavengers: (skav′ ǝn jerz) birds, fish, or other animals that feed on decaying plants 

and animals
skeleton: (skel′ ǝ tǝn) the bone structure that supports the body
tentacles: (ten′ ti kǝlz) slender, flexible organs growing on the head or around the 

mouth of an animal
vertebrates: (ver′ tǝ brǝts) animals that have backbones or spines

 Pronounce these words to someone.

 Read Chapter 27 (pages 144-147) in the textbook. 

 Write true if the sentence is true and false if the sentence is false.

 1.  Fish are classified according to where they live.

 2.  Fish help keep the mosquito population down.

 3.  Male fish do not take care of eggs.

 4.  Fish have scales that overlap.
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 Underline the correct words.

 5. Most aquarium fish come from tropical freshwater, saltwater.

 6.  Fish are warm-blooded, cold-blooded.

 7. Fish breathe by taking nitrogen, oxygen from the water as it passes over the fish’s 
gills, fins.

 8. A fish’s scales overlap and point to its tail, head.

 Circle the letter of the correct answer.

 9. If an animal is cold-blooded it means that its body temperature is ?  it surroundings.

   a. warmer than b. the same as

   c. colder than d. much colder than

 10. Scientists that study fish (ichthyologists) call a fish’s tail fin the ?  fin.

   a. pelvic  b. pectoral

   c. dorsal  d. caudal

 Do these exercises.

 11. Fish are called  because they have a backbone.

 12. The bones attached to the backbone of the fish form its .

 13. A fish swims by moving its  fin back and forth.

 14. How do you know an octopus is an invertebrate?

  

 15. Name four groups or classifications of fish.
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 16. Name five ways fish are alike.

  

  

  

  

  

 17. List three places where fish hatch their eggs.

  

  

  

 Read Chapter 28 (pages 149-152) in the textbook. 

 Do this exercise.

 18. a. Starfish are scavengers. Is this good or bad? 

  b. Explain. 

  

 Complete these sentences.

 19. A starfish’s favorite food is the .

 20. Starfish cannot  well; they search for food by 

  .

 21. An octopus is , and does not normally attack people.
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 Match the characteristics with each animal. Some may be used more than once.

 22. Starfish Sea Horse Octopus

 a. covered with bony plates
 b. has strong jaws on underside of body
 c. an echinoderm
 d. swims vertically
 e. can grow into two bodies when cut in half
 f. fish
 g. has large eyes and can see well
 h. father carries eggs in his pouch
 i. a mollusk
 j. travels like a balloon
 k. lays thousands of eggs at a time
 l. invertebrate
 m. eats with its stomach
 n. can grasp plants with its tail
 o. changes color

 Find examples for each category of fish.

 23. Freshwater  Tropical freshwater 

  Saltwater  Tropical saltwater 
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Lesson 2 God Gives Us Amphibians

Vocabulary
amphibians: (am fib′ ē ǝnz) cold-blooded animals that have gills when young, but as 

adults breathe with lungs
nostrils: (näs′ trǝlz) the two openings of the nose
muscles: bundles of special fibers that tighten or loosen to make the body move

 Pronounce these words to someone.

  Read Chapter 29 (pages 154-157) in the textbook. 

 Write true if the sentence is true and false if the sentence is false. 

 1.  Adult frogs can live on land or in the water.

 2.  As frogs develop, they shed their outgrown old skin.

 3.  Frogs are unimportant to man.

 4.  The front legs of a frog are large and have strong muscles.

 Complete these sentences.

 5. , , and  
belong to the amphibian family.

 6. Amphibians are -blooded.

 7. Frogs hatch from  and become . 

  When their  grow and their gills change to 

  , they are ready to hop on the land.

 8. Amphibian means  .

 9. When adult frogs go into the water, they  through their thin 

  skin, close their , and a thin piece of skin closes over their

  .
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 Underline the correct words.

 10. When amphibians are young, they live in water, on land, have lungs, gills, and get 
oxygen from the water, air. When they become adults, they live in water, on land have 
lungs, gills, and get oxygen from the water, air.

 11. Frogs lay their eggs in water, on land.

 12.  A toad’s skin is dry, rough, smooth, and light, dark. Its body is usually more broad, 
narrow and round, flat than a frog’s, and its skin has bumps called warts. 

 Do these exercises.

 13. List five ways amphibians are alike.

  

  

  

  

  

 14. Which characteristics on page 154 are the same? 

  

Looking Back

  Write true if the sentence is true and false if the sentence is false. Correct any false 
statements.

 15.  Fish are called vertebrates because they have a backbone.

 16.  Fish are warm-blooded.

 17.  Fish use lungs to take oxygen from water.

 18.  The starfish or octopus can grow a new arm or tentacle if one is cut off.

 19.  Most aquarium fish are from tropical saltwater.

 20.  A fish swims by moving its tail fin back and forth.

 21.  An octopus cannot see well.

 22.  Most fish hatch from eggs.
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 Match these items. Use one twice.

 23.   echinoderm a. sea animal with spiny shell

 24.   mollusk b.  octopus

 25.   scavenger c. fish that swims vertically; grips with tail

 26.  vertebrate d. soft-bodied with no bones

 27.  tentacle e. eats dead plants or animals

 28.  sea horse f. starfish

   g. animal that has a backbone

   h.  slender flexible organs growing on or 
around the head of an animal

 Do these exercises.

 29. List the four classifications of fish.

   

   

 30. Why do fish scales point toward the tail?  
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